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COMPARATIVE CEPHALOMETRIC STUDY AMONG 

DIFFERENT GROUPS OF BRAZILIAN INDIANS. THE 

FACIAL ANO NASAL INDEXES IN THE KAYAPó 

ANO THE KARAJÃ INDIANS. 

The Jack of work on the physical 
anthropology of the Brasilian Indians has 
encouraged our researches with the purpose' 
to characterize our Indians. We have 
computed the adult individuais physically 
normal and without any mixture with other 
tribes or civilize.d people. 

The Kayapó 

The Kayapó have some antropophysical 
traces of the Lacid Race. They are classified 
in the J~ linguistic group and inhabit the 
Brazilian west center. Our researches were -made on the Gorotire indians of the l{u-ben-
-krãn-kren and Ko-krei-mõ-ro. We have 
visited the Indian reservation on plane and 
canoes. T:he Kayapó are hunters and are 
devoted to a primary form of agriculture. 
Because of the great number of Kayapó are 
still aloof it is difficult for us to calcula te 
their number. They d on't do any tatooing but 
they paint their ·bodies with genipapo and 
urucum. They have their lip perfored since 
r.hildhood, where they insert a .disk-shaped 
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piece of wood. This disk has its diameter 
enlarged severa! times. The ear is also 
perforated and progressivelly dilated by a 
circular omament. They can walk great 
distances with incredible facility and 
quickness. They walk barefooted and the 
canoe is the only means of transportation. 
'rhey are very good rowe:::s an·d fishermen. 

The Karajá 

They also have some traces of the Lacid 
Race. T'he Iacids were the first inhabitants 
of Brazil and South America. They are 
classified as belonging to the Jê linguistic 
group or to the isolated or independent 
group3. They inl1abit the central zone of 
Brazil by the Araguaia and Javaé rivers, 
building their huts on the beaches formed by 
these rivers. They live in sm.all villages. One . 
of the main characteristics is the circular 
tatoo on both genian regions right below the 
orbitary ring. They use vegetable charcoal 
and make marks with tl1eir pipes. To make 
the chavcoal penetrate into the skin, they 
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scratch it with the teath of the bat fish or 
any other cutting object. The Karajá don't 
have the habit of perforating their ears. They 
have their inferior lip perforated for the 
adaptation of the termbetá. They walk 
barefooted and the canoe is the only means of _ 
transportation. They are dark-skinned on 
account of their exposition to the sun. They 
are skilful swimmers, rowers and fishermen. 
They ãre cons:dered to have the thickest, 
blackest hair among all Brazilian Indians. 
They let their hair grow really long and use 
characteristic hairdoes. 

Reoords 

'We have obtaine.d a regular number of 
reeords because of our effort of persuasion, 
the good relationship we could establish, on 
account of their necessity to search for our 
odonthological and medical services to heal 
their illnesses, their superstitions and ease 
their pains. Wé have altogether 135 Karajá 
- 61 male sex and 74 female sex. 100 recor.ds 
of the Kayapó being 47 male sex and 53 
female sex. 

Instrumental 

We use anthropometer, callipers, cloth 
and metalic rulers, gonyometer, scales and 
photographic equipment. We use the Fisher 
cromatic scale for the hair, Martin for the 
eyes and Von Luschk.a for the skin. 

Technique 

We take the measures according to the 
Intemational agreement for the unification 
of the anthropological measures, used in 
Monachs and Genebra's conventions. We have 
observed special techniques ~or certain cases, 
calculate.d index and measures: we have 
observed rigorously the conditions indicated 
by Martin, Vallois, Olivier, Wilder and Comas. 

OUr work aims the study of the facial and 
nasal indexes among groups of Brazilian 
Indians. We use to this objective the results 
nf our researches among the KA YAPó and 
KARAJA comparing with those· obtained with 
other groups. 

FACIAL INDEX - The male KAYAPô 
are 1mesoprosopic with a tendency to 
Ieptoprosopic and the female are mesoprosopic 
with tendency to euriprosopic. The KARAJA 
in both series are mesoprosopic. WILLEMS 

studying the ARUAK groups concludes that 
the male indians TEREiNO are accentedly 
mesoprosopic, also the PARECI, TARUNA, 
GHIRIGUANO and MATAKO (Grande 
Chaco); these two last are in the upper limit 
of the mesoprosopic. The TOBA (Grande 
Chaco) are leptoprosopic, the MEHINAKU, 
1VIACHEY}4NOA and YAMADI are 
hypereuryprosopic. Much more accented is the 
difference in the Facial Index of the f emale 
TERENO confronting with the other groups, 
because no one of them comes near the 
euryprosopic of the TERENO female. T.he 
euryprosopic is present among the male 
indians PIRO, lPURINA and WAPISIANA. 

The If'acial Index of the fe1nale ARUAK 
differentiates f rom the corresponding trlbes 
but the differénces between the femaJe groups 
themselves are very accented and do not 
match with those that have been appointed 
in relation to the male. The only exception 
are the Ml!1HINAKU female whicn are 
hypereuryprosopic like the male (WILLEMS). 
'l:ne XA V A.1'11-..1:!; of both sexes are euryprosopic 
( NEI•a, and AI.) • 

ln a comparative study we conclude that 
the CAINGAl~GU&S and the GUARANIS 
(KAITER and SALSANO), the groups studied 
by EHRE'.NREICH - Xingu 2 the TERENO 
( WILL~) are mesoprosoplc as the 
KA~·APo and KARAJA of our researches 
being the latter the most accentedly 
mesoprosopiic in the male series. ln the female 
series the ciominant characteristic is in the 
euryprosopic, being -only the KA Y APó and 
KARAJA in the mesoprosopic. 

NASAL INDEX - differences less 
accented. All groups are mesorrhine except 
the l\tlAWÉ (Blill.JL1Z·ZT), YANOMANO 
(ROC'.A) and BORORO (EHRENREICH) that 
are platyrrhine. Nevertheless there are strong 
oscilations in the mesorrhine that• while we 
subdivided into pure mesorrhine (Index 75,00 
to 80,90), with a tendency to platyrrhine 
(81,00 to 84,90) and with a tendency to 
leptorrhine (70,00 to 70~90) . Thus we 
concluded that the KAYAPó are strictly 
mesorrhine while the KARAJA tend 
accentedly to platyrrhine. This most part of 
the groups studied are mesorrhine both way 
in the male and female tending in the hole to 
the platyrrhine. The XA V ANTE (N F!F~L and 
AI.) and the TERENO (WILLEMS), of both 
sexes are also mesorrhine. 
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SUMMABY 

our search intenda to study the facial and the 
nasal indexes among the Brazlllan Indlan groups. 
We make taken the J"esults of our aearches among 
the KAYAPô and KARAJA to make comparlaon 
wtth the concluslons ot other authors ln dltterent 
groups. 

Facial index - the male series KA Y APô is me
soprotopes with tendency to leptoprosopes, and the 
female series is mesoprosopes with tendency to eu
riprosopes. The KARAJA in the two series are me
soprosopes. 

The male indians TERENO <WILLEMS) are 
accented mesoprosopes, and also the PARECI, TA
RUNA, CHIRIGUANO and MATAKO; these. two last 
groups are ln the superior level of mesoprosopes. 
The TOBA are leptoprosopes, are MEHINAKU, MA
CHEYENGA and YAMADI are hiper-euriprosopes. 
Much more accented the difference ln the facial 
index of female TERENO, according with the other 
groups, because not one of them approach from the 
euriprosopes ot TERENO female. Among the male 

PIRO, !PURINA an4 w APISIANA the eurlproaopes 
are present. 

The facial lndex from ARtTAK female ia grea
ter than the male of the corre&pondent trlbes, but 
the dlfferences among he temale groupa are much 
accented and do not combine with those that were 
polnted wtth relatlon to the male. The unique ex
ceptlon are the temale MEHINAKU that are hlper
euriprosopes, as the men CWILLEMS>. 

The XAVANTE of both sexes are eurlprosopes 
<NEEL et ai;). 

Nasal Index - the differences are less accented. 
All the groups are mesorrhynean, but there are 
strong o~cilations and the distances that separate 
the TERENO of the other groups are not greater 
than that we can observe among them. The male 
and female XA V ANTE are mesorrhynean too. 

ln our searches the male and female KA YAPô 
are mesorrhynean. The male KARAJA is mesorrhy
nean presentlng in the platirrhynean its great ln
cidence, and the female mesorrhynean witb. ten
dency to the p\~tlrrhynean. 
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HYPER 

EURYPR080PI C 
( ... - 78.9) 

HYPER 

EURYPROSOPIC 
( ••• . 78. 9 l 

MORPHOLOGICAL FACIAL INDEX 
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MORPHOLOGICAL FACIAL INOEX 
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N.ASAL INDEX . 
COMPARATIVE BOARD 

MESORRHINE MESORRHINE 

l.EPTORRHINE LEPTORRHINE M~IORRHIN! PLATYRRHINE PLATYRRHINE · 
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NASAL INDEX 
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Karajá lndian 

Karajá lndlans 
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KaraJá Indiana 

Karajá lndlan 
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.. 

Karajá indlan 
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Kayapó lndlan 

Kayapó indian 
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Kayapó lndl&D 

Kayapó indians 

• 
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